Capture. Analyze. Act.
DroneDeploy customers gain the confidence to take their
businesses to new heights with our cloud-based software.

Your industry thrives on fast, shareable data. Your job site should be no different. DroneDeploy makes aerial data
accessible and productive for everyone by transforming data collection and analysis across industries, including
construction, energy, agriculture, and mining. Through interactive digital maps, 3D models, and in-depth analysis, our
customers perform better, act faster, and make smarter decisions.

Create an interactive site view including maps,
photos, panoramas, and video

Quickly assess progress, issues, and opportunities
across all sites

▪ Easily fly using the DroneDeploy mobile app in

▪ Evaluate progress with design overlays and validate work

▪ Safely fly using in-app pre-flight checklists and

▪ Detect stockpiles automatically, report value, and quantify

▪ Expedite pre-construction site planning and design

▪ Detect damage and maintenance problems while

▪ Improve coordination with team members and clients

▪ Add annotations and measurements to any 2D or 3D map
▪ Share relevant maps and data layers with the field team to

autonomous or manual flight

partnerships with LAANC providers

from bid to earthworks with survey-grade maps
using a visual record of site conditions

▪ Reduce direct risk to workers conducting inspections

with cut/fill analysis

inventory with Stockpile Reporting

maintaining photographic evidence

resolve site issues faster

in hard-to-reach or unsafe locations
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Enterprise-Grade Drone Software Solution
▪ Automate and centralize flight, operations, and compliance
across distinct business units or office locations

▪ Manage data access with role-based permissions and SSO
▪ Get expert help on drone training, best practices, and
program definition

▪ Integrate into applications you already use, such as
Autodesk BIM 360, Procore, Bluebeam, OneDrive,
and Egnyte

▪ Data is encrypted at rest and in transit, with

secure cloud infrastructure, DDoS protection and
ISO 27001 certification

“

With drone data, we’ve created a much more efficient
process. We can literally take weeks out of the schedule,
our projects are much higher quality than before, and
they’re safer.
— Jim Gorrie, CEO, Brasfield & Gorrie LLC

Take your business to new heights.
Contact sales@dronedeploy.com

About DroneDeploy
DroneDeploy is the leading enterprise-grade drone data platform. Trusted by brands globally, DroneDeploy makes the power of aerial
data accessible and productive for everyone by transforming data collection and analysis across industries, including construction,
energy, agriculture, and mining. Simple by design, DroneDeploy enables professional mapping, 3D modeling, and reporting from any
drone on any device.
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